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Analysis of Static and Dynamic Frictional Contact of Deformable 
Bodies Including Large Rotations of the Contact Surfaces 

Kisu Lee* 
Department o f  Mechanical Engineerin, Chonbuk National University, 

C'hon Ju, Chonbuk 561-755 Korea 

' /he numerical techniques are presented to solve the static and dynamic contact problems of 

deformable bodies having large rotations of the contact surfaces. The contact conditions on the 

possible contact surfaces are enforced by using the contact error vector, and an iterative scheme 

similar to augmented Lagrange multiplier method is employed to reduce the contact error vector 

monotonically. For dynamic contact problems using implicit time integration, a contact error 

vector is also defined by combining the displacement, velocity, and acceleration on the contact 

surface. The suggested iterative technique is implemented to ABAQUS by using the UEL 

subroutine UEL. In this work, after the computing procedures to solve the frictional contact 

problems are explained, the numerical examples are presented to compare the present solutions 
with those obtained by ABAQUS. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Accurate analysis of contact problem is impor- 

tant in many engineering fields. For example, 

wear analysis requires correct contact stress dis- 

tribution, and solution for the dynamics of rota- 

ting movements usually requires correct contact 

force between them. Even though the numerical 

techniques such as Lagrange multiplier method 

and penalty method are widely used to wive any 

kind of contact problems in the finite element 

codes, it is well known that they usually have 

shortcomings in the computational stability or the 

accuracy of the solution if the model is compli- 

cated. For example the ill-conditioned or non- 

symmetric matrices usually appear in the global 

equations, and thus the convergence and accuracy 
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of the Newton Raphson iterations of the global 

equations lace numerical difficulties. Such nu- 

merical difficulties generally become severe if the 

possible contain surfaces experience large rota- 

tions because of the complicated contact con- 

straints involving the normal direction change 

on the contact surfaces. Due to such numerical 

difficulties, the numerical st~lution of contact 

problems having large rotations of contact sur- 

faces usually involves spurious oscillations. Even 

though various elaborate solution techniques for 

the contact problems associated with large defor- 

mation have been suggested in the literature (e.g., 

Ghosh (1992) Heegaard and Curnier (1993) and 

Laursen and Simo i1993~), such divergence and 

oscillations occur due to many reasons, and it is 

practically impossible to make a general-purpose 

program which is free of such numerical insta- 

bilities for all cases. Thus, it would be very con- 

venient if a user can develop a special contact 

analysis program which is most appropriate for 

a specific problem by using a user subroutine 

of a commercial program. Howerer, due to the 

diversity and complexity of the contact analysis 
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techniques, there can be no user subroutine in 

the commercial codes which can be directly used 

for any type of contact analysis by the user. 

For example, even though ABAQUS 6.2 (2001) 

newly introduced the user subroutine UINTER to 

compute general surface interaction on contact 

surfaces, it is difficult to use U1NTER for the 

contact analysis based on augmented Lagrange 

multiplier method or point- to-point  contact for 

dynamics problems. 

In this work, it is shown that the contact pro- 

blems of nonlinearly defbrmable bodies having 

large rotations on the contact surfaces can be 

solved by using the iterative scheme and contact 

error vector of Lee (1989). To systematically im- 

pose all the contact conditions on the iterative 

scheme, the contain error vector is defined by 

using the contact conditions on the possible 

contact surfaces, and the contact error vector is 

monotonically reduced toward zero by the iter- 

alive scheme. By this way all the contact con- 

ditions on any possible contact point can be 

automatically satisfied by the iterative scheme. 

The basic computing procedure at each iteration 

of this work consists of the two steps similar to 

those of augmented Lagrange multiplier method 

(see, e.g., Crisfield (1997) for augmented La- 

grange multiplier method). The first step is to 

compute the contact force by using the contact 

error vector determined on the geometry of the 

pre'cious iteration, and the second step is to com- 

pute the contact error vector after solving the 

global equilibrium equation with the given con- 

tact force. This simple iterative scheme does not 

produce any ill-conditioned or nonsymmetrlc 

matrix, and thus an accurate solution may be 

obtained with good computational stability. Also, 

in this work, it is shown that dynamic contact 

problem is solved by the present iterative scheme 

by using a contact error vector consisting of the 

displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the 

contact points. 

Especially, in this work, the presented techni- 

ques for contact analysis are implemented to 

ABAQUS by using the user subroutine UEL of 

ABAQUS. Thus, even though all the contact 

constraints on the possible contact surfaces are 
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imposed by using the user subroutine UEL of 

ABAQUS, all the other FEM computations 

concerning the deformations of the solids are 

conveniently performed by ABAQUS. In this 

work, after the computing procedures to solve 

the frictional contact problems are explained, 

the numerical examples are presented to com- 

pare the present solutions with those solved by 

ABAQUS. 

2. Contact  Condition 

In this work, two-dimensional bodies experi- 

encing large deformations are considered and the 

standard finite element techniques are employed. 

Especially, in the equations of equilibrium, the 

contact force is assumed to be known before the 

solution That is, the contact force is treated as a 

prescribed external force in the equations of 

equilibrium, and its correct value is determined 

by the iterative scheme explained later. Also an 

implicit time integration technique is used in the 

case of dynamics problems. Then, by the equa- 

tions of equilibrium, at time step t +,At, the rela- 

tion between the displacement and the contact 

force on the contact pairing surfaces A and B may 

be written as 

(u ̂ ) t .~t= d (w A) ,-2 + (C ~) ,+,,o~p,+,, 

(u ̂ ) ' ~ " =  d (w' )  " " -  (C') " -"  o~ '*'~ 
(1) 

where u is the displacement on the possible con- 

tact surface due to all the forces including the 

contact force, w is the displacement on the possi- 

ble contact surface due to the forces except the 

contact force, p is the contact force, and C is the 

matrix relating the contact force and the dis- 

placement. Also, ~ denotes the small change, and 

superscripts A and B denote surfaces A and B, 

respectively. Especially, in Eq. (1), all the vectors 

u, w, and p are written in terms of the normal 

and tansential components. 

In this work, at each time step, after giving the 

value of contnct force p by the iterative scheme 

which will be explained in the next section, dis- 

placement u is computed by solving the global 

equations of equilibrium. Since the global equi- 
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librium equations are nonlinear in large defor- 

mation problems, Newton Raphson method is 

generally used to solve them. Whenever displace- 

ment u is computed at each iteration of each time 

step, the contact pairing points and the normal 

directions are determined by drawing the normal 

lines from the nodal points on the possible con- 

tact surface of  a body to the possible contact 

surface of the other body. Similar to ABAQUS 

which uses the master and slave surfaces, to draw 

the normal lines, the possible contact surfaces 

are made to be smooth by the polynomial  inter- 

polations using the geometry of several nodal 

points adjacent to the contact points. Now let Pw 

and 1~# denote the normal and tangential contact 

forces at contact point i, s~ denote the normal 

penetration at point i, s~e denote the incremental 

relative tangential sliding at point i, and /z  denote 

the friction coefficient of  Coulomb friction law. 

Then the contact condition at point i at time step 

t+At  may be written as 

t + A t  . / r ~  
Pln ~u 

s[~t<O 

,+4,_,, pll~, ~I~,~ (2', s,, - ~ i f [  I < u l  1 
t + t ~ t _ _  .O t+ .~ t  s~ - - - -~P ie  with some value of ~( ,8>0} 

if [ IZt~ '~t I-----,u [ i ~  +~t } > 0 

From the above contact condition, at time step 

t + A t ,  for the iterative scheme of this work, con- 

tact error vector v t-zt is defined as 

v~, -s ,~ if or s~;~>0 

=0 o~herwise 

�9 t + , ~ t ~ _  �9 ' t ~ - A t ' ,  or {s~gn(~e ,--slgn(s~e ; and # ~ ' > 0 }  
--=-0 otherwi~ 

where ~t-~, is the maximum frictional force at 

point i defined as 

Then contact condition (2) can be written as 

l ~ ~  I < ~'+'~ (.s) 
v t + r ' t  = 0  

3. Solut ion Method  

3.1 Iterative scheme 

This work uses the iterative scheme similar to 

the augmented Lagrange multiplier method, and 

the computation at each iteration consists of two 

major steps: the first step is to compute the contact 

force by using the contact error vector of the 

previous iteration, and the second step is to solve 

the global equilibrium equations and to compute 

the contact error vector of  the current iteration. 

Since displacement U is determined by solving the 

global equilibrium equations after the contact 

force is given, if the correct value of the contact 

force is given before solving the global  equilibri- 

um equations, contact condition (2) is autom- 

atically satisfied on the possible contact points by 

the solution of the global equilibrium equations. 

Thus, in this work, the correct value of  contact 

force pt+zt at time step t + A t  is determined by 
monotonically reducing the contact er ror  yt.,-~.t by 

using the following iterati,,e scheme of Lee 

(1989): 

- t~ ' , t .m - t+:~t..m- L t - ,.5.t~ - 1 FPi, l : ~  l _  Fs,~ l 

- -  i l i l l J ,  l d l r ,  , 

p ~ = s i ~ ( l : ~  +'~a) rain (I ~[[a~, I, #+~) ~6) 

if v~i ~'t~-'--s~ a=-' 
--=sima i ~  "~'~) d~'  if ~'-~-~ =O:ed; ~ - '  

In the above iterative scheme, m denotes the 

iteration counter, a is a scalar number which will 
be explained later, and S[~ T M  and s[i "'~t'm-1 de- 

note the value of s ~  'xt and s[~ "~t computed by the 

solution of the global equilibrium equation using 
pt+~t.m-I and p[~-.~t,m-~ as the contact forces. Also, 

v[~ ~t~-~ denotes the tangential component of the 
contact error defined by (3) using I ~  T M ,  
p~-At, m- I t +~, t . ,m- 1 t + z t , m -  1 ~t+ ~,t s~ , and S~e . is computed 
as nt+*t=,U]l~$ a'] with prescribed normal contact 

force 13[;~ ~at. In the real computing procedure, as 

explained in the next section, I ~  "~t is revised 
several times in time step t - i -At  until ~- , , t  
becomes almost equal to 13~ at'm-1 in the above 

iterative scheme. With the displacement computed 

at each iteration, the contact pairing points and 
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the normal directions are determined at each 

iteration of this procedure by drawing the normal 

lines from the nodal  points on the contact surface 

of a body to the pairing contact surface of  the 

other body. Also, with the contact forces given by 

the above iterative scheme, the global equilibrium 

equations are solved at each iteration of this 

procedure and the corresponding contact error 

vector is computed by Eq. (3) on the possible 

contact surface. 
Dynamic contact problems bring additional 

difficulties in the numerical solution. Tradit ion- 

ally, in the dynamic contact analysis using finite 

element techniques, most of the researchers re- 

vised the velocities of the contact points by 

introducing the momentum balance of the contact 

points without simultaneously solving the global 

equations of motion (e.g., Hughes et al. (1976), 

Bathe and Chaudhary (1986), and ABAQUS 

(2001)). Then, even though the velocities on the 

contact surface might agree with those of  the 

mating contact surface, the velocities on the con- 

tact surface are not consistently derived from 

the velocity field inside the continuous solid, and 

this may result in numerical oscillations in the 

solution. To the author's best knowledge the dif- 

ficulties in the solution of dynamic contacts occur 

mainly because the equations of motion are 

differential ~quations while the contact constra- 

ints are algebraic constraints. For  example, if any 

point sustains normal contact and tangential 

sticking in a series of consecutive time steps, the 

contact conditions on this point are expressed by 

the algebraic equations without any inequality 

constraint. Thus the differential algebraic equa- 

tions consisting of the equations of motion and 

the contact constraint should be solved simulta- 

neously (see, e.g., Petzold (1982) for differential 

algebraic equations). Also, the spurious high- 

frequency oscillations which usually appear in 

the dynamic contact analysis may be almost 

prevented by introducing the solution strategies of 

the differential algebraic equations which also 

consider the differentiated terms of the contact 

constraints (Taylor and Papadopoulos  (1993) 

and Lee (1994, 1997)). For  this reason, to impose 

the differentiated constraints on the contact points 
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by using the UEL subroutine of ABAQUS, the 

following contact error vector is defined for the 

dynamic contact by combining the displacement 

and velocity of the contact point :  

~, -Sj, if ~p., or S~, >03 and p[)=0 

= (sl; '~ + L~ ; "a t  + ~ T ' ~ ' ) / ]  

ir [pl~"<0 or s!;'~+~,+~at+ r~;~'at'>0! ana pI,<o 
=0 0thc~isc 

v~;~=sl; '+ if [1 pl; '~ I< e. "" 
or {sig~(p~;~; =s ip{~>0}  and ~,'~>0] sad p~,=0 
, . , . ~  . ,.a;.t+:~A+.a_ .~ t+AIA,  r , / 1  

if [i l~t; '~ l< e +'" or { sig~(pl~ 'u) =siam (sl;~ +,.#~; ~& 

+7~i~'*"At') and ~'~>0}]  and pI,<O 
=0 otherwise 

(7> 

In the above equation, /~ and 7 are weight factors 

and v~ +~t and v[~ at  become different from those of 

Eq. (3) if point i experienced contact in the 

previous time step (i.e., if pry<0) .  With the 

contact error defined as above, if S[g ' ' t '=-a and 
sl~ ~t'm-x are replaced by ~sl~< t+'x'm-l+Bg[~at'm-x 

At + ? ' ~ - a A t  2)/3 at point i of Dr, <0,  iterative 

scheme given by Eq. (6) is used again for 

dynamic contact analysis of this work. 

3.2 Explanation on the convergence of  the 

lterative scheme 

In this section the monotone reduction of the 

error vector of Eq. (3) by the iterative scheme 

given by Eq. (6) is explained. The same theory is 

applied even if the contact error vector of Eq. 

(7) is used instead of the contact error vector of 

Eq. (3) because, as long as At is small, ~8 is 

proportional to r  As the present method is 

essentially the same as that of Lee (1989. 1994), 

only a brief explanation is given here. Assuming 

a small value of a in Eq. (6), the changes in the 

normal directions of the contact points become 

negligible. Then, as s denotes the penetration, the 

following relation can be obtained : 

(8) 

When the displacement variation resulting from 

the iterative scheme given by Eq. (6) is 

. ,  Ltd. 
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considered, in Eq. (1), 8u is solely influenced 

by 6p. Then, assuming a small change of the 

contact force, the following is obtained from 

Eq. (1): 

~ ;C~ +Ca; t§ _pt§ (9) 

From equations (8) and (9), 

Bt+• St+t~t,m -1 
(10) 

( C ̂  ~ C B) ~§ (#+~,m _ #+~.,-i) 

Assuming a small value of a, from Eqs. (3), (6), 

and the solution of the global equilibrium 

cquations, the following conditions can bc always 

satisfied : 

if ~ ~ ' m - I  <0,  then vt~t+a~'n~,~ 
�9 r t+,SLm-1 . I  n t+6t.m ~ t ~  h Sin --.,,, then sl~ ~ ,  
.r t+,St, m -  1 l~t~St,m ~.  0 n pj, >0, then 
�9 r t+~m-I ~ ; ~ ' ~  <:0 hp,~ <0,  then (11) 
�9 ~ t+at ,m-1 ~t§ ~> 0 ~t sl, >0, then ~e 
-e t+txLm-I ~- t'c-&t,m <~ n 
l i s l e  ---.0, then Ste ,, 
if [ p~-~t.m-t l<  r~ +~t, then ] ~-at ,  m i <  r~+at 

If conditions in Eq. (11) are satisfied, from 

Eq. (6), 

pt*~t,m __ Dr+at, m-2 = _ GBt+,~t,m- 1 (12) 

From Eqs. (10) and (12i, 

8 t~&t'm - - 8  t + a ' m ' - I  = - -  O' ( C  A + C B) t+"xtst+:xt'm-I ( 1 3 )  

Let E be a diagonal matrix whose components 

have the value of one if the corresponding com- 
ponents of V t+&t 'm-I a r e  not zero, and have the 

value of zero if the corresponding components 
of V t+/~t'm-I a r e  zero. Then, if conditions of 

Eq. ( l l )  are satisfied, by definition givin in 

Zq. (3), 

Est*&L~-I=v ,+ ,~ - I  
(14) 

[I v ~+~'~ I1~ ~:ll ~ ' - ~  112 

Then, after multiplying the diagonal matrix E on 

the both sides of Eq. (13), the following can be 

obtained : 

v ~ ' ' ~  Ill'i[ I-~r(CS+CB) ~ '  I1~ II r (15) 

Thus, as long as matrix (C^+CS) t+at is positive 

definite (in most of  the structural analysis, matrix 
(CA ~_C B) t+~t is positive definite), we can obtain 

the following inequality 
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if the following condition is satisfied1: 

2 (17) 0 < ~ < , ~ m ~  ' " 

where A,,~= is the maximum eigenvalue of  matrix 

( C ^ + C  ~) '~ t .  

3.3 Practical considerations 
In the actual computation, for computing at, 

I I ( C ^ + C U t ' ~ I L  may be used instead of  A~x 

because II(CA+C') t+~'lL is conveniently com- 

puted by considering the maximum displacement 

change due to a unit three at a suitable contact 

point. Thus, in this work, the value of a in the 

iterative scheme of Eq. (6) is given by the fol- 

lowing : 

1.9 (18) 
--11 ( c  A + c ~) '+~tll | 

However, if the conditions of equation (I I) are 

not satisfied, sometimes II v t'~'m [12 may not become 

smaller than I[ v t'•t'm-1112 by iterative scheme 

given by Eq. (6) using the above value of a. In 

such cases, in the practical computation, the ruth 

iteration repeated again by consecutively reducing 

the value of a to half until ~ v t+~'m [la becomes 

smaller than I] v t + ~ - ~  112, It is worth to note that 

all the conditions of  Eq. (11) are satisfied if the 

value of a is small. Also, for an efficient com- 

putation, even though the solution acceleration 

technique of Lee (1989) is not employed in this 

work, penalty methods may be efficiently 

employed on the points where it is absolutely 

clear that normal contact or tangential sticking 

will occur for example, by checking the variations 

of the contact forces during the recent consecutive 

time steps, if it is judged that some points will not 

be separated in the current time step or if sticking 

will occur in the tangential directfon on some 

points in the current time step, then the corre- 

sponding contact constraints may be efficiently 

imposed by using the penalty terms. 

3.4 Implementation to ABAQUS and com- 
putation procedure 

To solve the nonlinear global equilibrium 
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equations by the finite element method, at each 

iteration of Newton Raphson method, the stiffness 

matrix and the force vector should be computed 

for each element. Also ABAQUS provides a user 

subroutine, UEL, to compute the stiffness matrix 

and the force vector of a user-defined element. 

This work uses ABAQUS for general com- 

putations of  the finite element method, and the 

computation to impose the contact conditions on 

the possible contact points are implemented to 

ABAQUS by using the UEL subroutine. Even 

though all the computations for ordinary finite 

element procedures except the contact analysis 

are done by ABAQUS, the contact conditions 

are imposed by using the user subroutine UEL 

instead of the ABAQUS input file. Howerer 

subroutine UEL of ABAQUS is basically used 

for computing the stiffness matrix and the force 

vector of a user-defined element at each iteration 

of the Newton Raphson method. Thus addi- 

tional considerations are required to perform 

the computations for the contact analysis in sub- 

routine UEL, To impose the contact constraints 

by using UEL, the nodal points of a user-defined 

element contains an artificial nodal point which 

does not exist in the real material as well as the 

real nodal points existing on the possible contact 

surfaces. The artificial nodal point is introduced 

in a user-defined element to perform all the com- 

putations required for the contact analysis sug- 

gested in this work. 

To solve the global nonlinear equilibrium 

equations, ABAQUS calls the UEL subroutine at 

each iteration of the Newton Raphson method. 

Also. to solve the contact problems by the present 

technique, the global nonlinear equations should 

be solved by the Newton Raphson method when- 

ever the contact force is iteratively modified by 

equation (6). Since the Newton Raphson method 

of the global nonlinear equations of ABAQUS 
should proceed with a monotone reduction of the 

global unbalanced force vector, the unbalanced 

force corresponding to the artificial nodal  point 

is given an extremely high value at the first 

Newton Raphson iteration of each time step, in 

subrautine UEL of the user-defined element and 

it is artificially diminished to smaller values at 
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the subsequent iterations of  the Newton Raph- 

son method. Simultaneously, whenever UEL is 

called by ABAQUS, the convergence of Newton 

Raphson iterations of the global nonlinear equa- 

tions with the prescribed contact forces is checked 

by using the variations of the displacements of the 

real nodal points of the user-defined element. If 

the convergence criterion for Newton Raphson 

method is satisfied, the contact error vector is 

computed by equation (3) or (7) and the contact 

force is computed by equation (6). Finally, if the 

convergence criterion of iterative scheme of 

equation ~6) is satisfied (e.g., if the magnitude 

of contact error vector of equation (3) or (7) 

becomes smaller than the prescribed tolerance), 

the artificial unbalanced force at the artificial 

nodal point is set to be zero. By this way, it is 

possible to solve the global equilibrium equation 

with the correct contact force. Also, in subroutine 

UEL, the normal and tangential contact forces on 

the real contact points are transformed to the 

nodal forces of the global equations, If penalty 

method is used on some contact points, the corre- 

sponding stiffness matrices and force vectors are 

also computed in subroutine UEL. Besides the 

important computations mentioned above, all the 

other computations for contact analysis such as 

detecting the positions and normal directions of 

the contact pairing points should also be per- 

formed in subroutine UEL, and thus the com- 

putation procedure is rather complicated. The 

computation procedure at time step t + A t  is 

schematically summarized below. 

I. Set m=0 .  Initialize the contact pairing po- 

ints and the normal directions by using the 

geometries of the possible contact surfaces of 

the previous time step, and initialize pt-~,0 

l "t'~At, and the contact points where penalty 

method may be applied. Go to step 4. 

2. If r e = l ,  change pt§ by increasing a unit 

force on the point which is suitable for 

computing I[(C^+C~)t+~t II~ and go to step 

4. If m = 2 ,  compute a by cquation (18), and 

go to step 3. 
3. I r m a 2 ,  compute pt~.~,t.m by iterative scheme 

of equation (6) (especially, if m=2 ,  on the 

right hand side of iterative scheme of equa- 
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tion (6), use the contact force and contact 

error vector at m = 0 ) .  

4. Compute the displacement (and velocity in 

case of  dynamics problems) by solving the 

global equilibrium equations by the Newton 

Raphson iterations of ABAQUS. Check if 

the Newton Raphson method of ABAQUS 

converges or not. As only subroutine U EL is 

used for the contact analysis in this work, 

the convergence of the global equilibrium 

equations of ABAQUS is indirectly checked 

by observing the variations of  the nodal 

displacements of the user-defined element. 

For example, let ~u be the increment of  

displacements during the consecutive New- 

ton Raphson iterations, and let AU be the 

total increment of the displacements in time 

step t + A t .  Then the convergence is assumed 

to be satisfied if ~ t~U Ildli Au 12 becomes 

smaller than the prescribed tolerance. If the 

Newton Raphson method converges, go to 

step 5. Otherwise, repeat the iteration until 

the convergence of the global equilibrium 

equation is obtained. 

5. I f m = l ,  go to step 2 with m = m + l .  Other- 

wise, go to step 6. 

6. Determine the contact pairing points and the 

normal directions by drawing the normal 

lines from the nodal points on the possible 

contact surface of a body to the possible 

contact surface of the other body. If m~=0, 

compute the error vector v t+~t'm by defini- 

tion give by equation (3) or (7), and go to 

step 7. If m = 0 ,  after computing V t+At'm, gO to 

step 2 with m = m + l .  

7. If r t+~t or the contact points for penalty 

method were revised at the (m--  1) th itera- 
tion, go to step 3 with m = m +  I. Otherwise, 

go to step 8. 

8 I lL  v x ' ' ' ~  tl2< II v '+~ ' ' "-`  112 (in case of  m=2 ,  
if  1[ v T M  il2<tJ V t+~t'~ 112), go to step 9. Oth- 

erwise, go to step 3 with a=ct/2 to repeat 

the computation of the ruth iteration. 
9. At the specified iteration (e.g., at the itera- 

tion where [I v t+~t'r" I}z is reduced to less than 

10% of  11 v t+'~t'~ 112), revise r t+=t and the con- 

tact points where penalty methods are ap- 

plied (ifnecessary, revise a by equation (18) 

with the currently computed contact points),  

and go to step 3 with m = m + l .  Otherwise, 
go to step 10. 

I0. If II vt+~'t'm 112 is smaller than the prescribed 

tolerance, go to step 11. Otherwise, go to 
step 3 with m = m + l ,  

I I. Check if r~+"t- / t  ] p~~t'~'- '  t is within the 

specified tolerance on each contact point i. 

Also, check the contact errors on the contact 

points where computation was done with the 

penalty methods. If the errors are within the 

prescribed tolerances, terminate the com- 

putation of this time step, and go for the next 
time step. Otherwise, revise z "t+:`t and the 

contact points where penalty methods are 

applied (if necessary, revise a by equation 

(18) with the currently computed contact 

points),  and go to step 3 with m = m + l .  

4. N u m e r i c a l  Ex a mpl e s  

4.1 Computation with Model 1 
The two-dimensional  solids shown in Fig. 1 

are considered here. Body A is a narrow rectangle 

whose length and height are 12 and 0.4cm, re- 

spectively. The upper and lower surfaces of body 

B are circles whose radii are 10 cm and 8.5 cm, 

respectively. The left sides of both bodies are 

fixed as shown in Fig. I, and there is a clearance 

|llllli'llli"l~illlllllll~l ~ h: 1 2 ~ ,  height: 0At.m) 

\ 
8 5 ~  I 

Fig. I Model for the statics problem 
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of 0.05 cm between the lower left corner of bo- 

dy A and the upper left corner of body B. Each 

body is modeled by 600 four--node plane stress 

elements (6 rows along the width and 100 rows 

along the length). The friction coefficient is taken 

to be 0.3. For  comparison the contact analy- 

sis is performed twice by ABAQUS (2001) 

using the Lagrange multiplier method and by 

the present technique. In the present contact 

analysis technique, for each contact point on the 

slave surface, the master contact surface is loc- 

ally smoothed by using Lagrange interpolations 

connecting the nearest four nodal points. Firstly, 

the materials are assumed to be elastic with 

Young's modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson's ratio 

of 0.3. A uniform external pressure of  50 MPa is 

assumed to be applied on the upper surface of 

body A. Figure 2 shows that, in the ABAQUS 

solutions, even though severe oscillations develop 

if 40~ of the contact segments are smoothed 

to parabolic curves with the default value of 0.2 

for parameter SMOOTH, smooth contact stress 

distributions can be obtained if 100% of the 

segments are smoothed to parabolic curves with 

SMOOTH-:-0.5. This result is similar to those 

of EI-Abbasi et. al. (2001) and Wriggers el. al 

(2001) where the effects of smoothed contact 

surfaces are demonstrated. Figure 2 also shows 

that the contact stress distributions obtained by 

the present technique are smooth. Secondly, 

the materials are assumed to be elastic-plastic. 

Young's modulus is 200 GPa, Poisson's ratio is 

0.3, yield stress is 170 MPa, and strain beyond the 

yieldins point is given r  (a/K)" with K=0.510  

GPa and n=4.76. 

A uniform external pressure of 3.5 MPa is 

assumed to be applied on the upper surface of 

body A. Then, as shown in Fig. 3, even if 100% 

of the contact segments are smoothed with 

SMOOTH=0.5 .  severe oscillations develop in 

the ABAQUS contact stress distributions. Even 

though the ABAQUS solution may be further 

smoothed by assuming a softened contact, then 

the solution accuracy may be lost by the soften- 

ing or it is very difficult to guess the suitable 

values for the softening data before the solution. 

For this specific model, among the solutions 

obtained by several trials, the best one which 

contains minor oscillations seems to be obtained 

with c----10 -( cm and p ~  as ABAQUS 

softening data, and is shown in Fig. 3. In this 

ABAQUS solution the contact pressure is as- 

sumed to increase from zero to p0 when the 

normal clearance between the contact surfaces is 

reduced from c to zero. Figure 3 shows that the 

contact stress distribution obtained by the present 

technique is smoother than the ABAQUS so- 

lution even when the softened contact assumption 

is adopted. In Figs. 2 and 3, similar to the results 

of El-Abbasi  et. al. (2001), the peak contact 

stresses develop on both ends of the contact re- 

gion. These peak contact stresses can be explained 

�9 p , ~ .  J i . . . .  ~,.- ~ B , ~ s  (,m<~m,~.) 1 
" " - - �9 - -  , , . d ~ O + , . ~  ( ~ m ,  o e ~ , ~ )  J " +: " -~, 

: .. . , ,  , . i 
;- :: . . . . . . .  + . . . . .  . . . . . .  i i 

';+o L ~-4! , +. ,+.  ........ . ~ . r ~ s a r m  ; ; + 

+ + I + 
~ 1 [ -  ~ . :  : / ' ~ : T A ; - ; ; - ~ ; .  +, : : - ;  . . . . . .  ,, . : i .  . . 4  

- ~ F ~ m  . . . .  : - "  " . . . . .  + . . . . .  : �9 ~  --- ]  
~_ " T i m g e n ~ l  81rue i 4 .; 

2 4 6 8 10 

O ~ n c . ~  from L ~  Er, d (cm) 

Fig .  2 C o m p a r i s o n  o [  c o n t a c t  stress d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  

elastic case 
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Fi 8. 4 Deformed shape of the model 

by considering the shear force equilibrium equa- 

tions from the contact-end point to the rest of the 

beam. The deformed shape of the elastic-plastic 

model is shown in Fig. 4. 

4.2 Computation with Model 2 
In the second model a heavy elastic wheel 

moves on the elastic beam from the left end as 

shown in Fig. 5. This model is employed to 

compare the solution with that of Vu-Quoc 

(1989) where a rigid wheel traversing an elastic 

beam is solved. It is worth to note that, besides 

the high-speed rotation of the wheel surface, the 

beam upper surface also rotates due to the beam 

deflection. The circular wheel is modeled by 90 

plane stress elements (3 rows along the radial 

direction, and 30 rows along the circumferential 

direction), and the beam is modeled by 300 

four-node plane stress elements (6 rows along 

the height and 50 rows along the length). The 

beam is simply supported as shown in Fig. 5. 

The data for the wheel are : radius of the circle is 

1 m, Young's modulus is 100 GPa, Poisson's ratio 

is 0.3, total weight is 3000kg , and the initial 

horizontal velocity is 100 m/'s. The data for the 

beam are: length is 24 m, height is 0.6 m, width 

is Ira,  Young's modulus is 55.6 GPa, Poisson's 

ratio is 0., and density is 2083.4 kg/m ~. Thus, the 

Fig. 5 Model for the dynamic~ problem 

bending rigidity, EI, and the mass of the beam as 

well as the wheel mass are the same as those of 

Vu-Quoc (1989). The vertical force of 600kN 

is applied on the wheel, and friction coefficient 

between the wheel and the beam is assumed to be 

0.3. For this model, even though local Hertzian 

elastic deformation occurs on the contact surfaces 

between the elastic wheel and the beam, such 

local Hertzian deformation is negligible com- 

pared to the global deformation of the whole 

structure. Also, by the Hertzian contact theor)' 

(Timoshenko, 1970), the length of the real con- 

tact region occurring between the elastic wheel 

and the fiat surface is calculated to be much 

smaller than the element length on the contact 

surface. By these reasons, the contact region of 

this model may be represented by a point ~i.e., 

point- to-point  contact) neglecting the local Her- 

tzian deformation. In this work, the outer surface 

of the rotating wheel and the beam upper surface 

are represented by cubic spline interpolations, 

and the conlact point between the two surfaces are 

detected by computing the minimum normal dis- 

tance. Thus, the contact point need not be a nodal 

point. Then the contact constraint error and the 

contact force were computed by using the theory 

of this work, and the variation of the contact force 

is shown in Figure 6. As the initial angular 

velocity of the wheel is assumed to be zero, the 

wheel slides on the beam surface in the beginning 

and its angular velocity gradually increases to 

31.4 rad/sec by friction on the beam. Fig. 6 shows 

that, even though the total traversing time slightly 

increases due to the sliding friction, the contact 

force variation is almost similar to that of Vu- 

Quoc (1989). For reference the normal contact 

force variation of this model computed by the 

ABAQUS/Standard is also shown in Figure 7. In 

the ABAQUS solution of Fig. 7, the contact force 

oscillates even with positive and negative values, 

and it is apparent that this kind of model cannot 

be computed with the node-to-segment contact 
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Fig. 7 Variation of normal contact force by 
ABAQUS 

5. Conclusion 

The contact conditions have been system- 

atically expressed by the contact error and the 

associated iterative technique has been employed 

to reduce the contact error with the normal 

directions computed at each iteration on the 

rotating contact surface. Furthermore, the present 

contact analysis technique has been implemented 

to ABAQUS by employing the UEL user sub- 

routine. The numerical experiments show that 

almost smooth contact solution is possible by the 

present technique. For  the dynamic contact, the 

contact condition has also been expressed by 

defining a single contact error combining the 

displacement, velocity, and acceleration on each 

contact point, and the same iterative method has 

been used to reduce the contact error vector 

monotonically toward zero. The computed results 

indicate that, even when severe spurious oscilla- 

tions occur in the ABAQUS solution, almost 

smooth and correct solution is possible by the 

present technique. 
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